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Bonanza Slot Review. Bonanza is a superb online slot from Big Time Gaming, using the incredibly

exciting Megaways feature. This feature means that there can be a huge 117,649 different ways to win
on a single spin, which can lead to some absolutely giant prizes! When the Avalanche and free spins
features are added into the mix, it’s clear to see why this slot has become so popular with online slot

fans! In this detailed Bonanza slot review, we’re going to be looking at everything from this game’s bonus
features, through to the prizes you can win. When you’ve finished reading, you’ll know everything you
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need to start playing this slot, either for free or for real money! Bonanza Slot Bonuses And Features. The
most exciting feature at this slot is the Megaways feature. This feature causes each reel to have a

random number of symbols on it. Get the maximum number of symbols on every reel and you’ll find that
this slot has a huge 117,649 different ways to win! This slot also has the Reactions feature, which causes

all winning symbols to explode and be replaced by symbols falling from above. This gives you another
chance to win. You’ll find that this feature continues until there are no new winning combinations made.

Finally, this slot has a free spins feature, which starts when you manage to get four or more gold scatters
on the reels. You’ll get 12 free spins for getting four scatters, however you’ll receive an extra 5 free spins
for every additional scatter used to start the feature. During the free spins, a multiplier will go up by one

after every Reaction, and the size of the multiplier is unlimited. Get three or four symbols featuring stacks
of gold bars anywhere on the reels to trigger an extra five or ten extra free spins, respectively. How To

Play Bonanza Slot – Rules & Tips. Before you can spin the reels, you’ll need to choose how much to bet,
which can be anything from £0.20 through to £20. Always remember that the more you bet, the bigger the
potential prizes will be. You can then hit the large green play button to start the reels spinning. When the

reels land, you’ll win a prize if you get three or more identical symbols on consecutive reels, starting from
the first reel. Getting a winning combination will trigger the Reactions feature, which could lead to you

spinning in many wins on a single spin. Any money you win will be added to your JeffBet account
automatically. Bonanza Slot RTP. The RTP of the Bonanza online slot is 96.00%, which means that it

gives you a slightly above average chance of winning while playing. The RTP is a figure that tells you, on
average, however much money players win back at this slot. Bonanza Slot FAQs. What is a Megaways

slot? Megaways is a feature at a number of slots. It causes each reel to have a random number of
symbols on it per turn, meaning that the number of ways to win is always changing. How much money can
be won? The maximum prize per winning combination during the base game is 50x your bet, however it
is possible to get an unlimited multiplier added to prizes during the free spins. What’s the volatility of this
slot? This is a high volatility slot. This means that you might have to wait a while between wins, however
the prizes are often large when they do appear. What is this slot’s theme? You’ll find that this slot has a

mining theme, which is a theme often used at slots. However, there’s no doubting that Bonanza is one of
the best slots with a mining theme. Does this slot have an autoplay feature? Yes, there is an autoplay
feature at this slot. It allows you to specify the number of spins, as well as a loss limit and a single win

limit. 
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